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From: MLC
To: Murphy, Donald; 
Subject: NO wind farms!!!!!!!
Date: Sunday, May 08, 2011 10:31:48 PM


Dear Mr. Murphy,
 
I oppose any mountain top or mega wind projects in the state of Maine.  These turbines are not 
needed and will not increase the power supply or reduce the cost of power for Mainers.  The 
presence of such eyesores will greatly harm the tourist industry that we so depend upon and 
increase the severity of hard economic times.  Not only that, these monster projects will grealy 
harm wildlife and birds.  
 
It strikes me that First Wind is planning to turn Maine into a "national sacrefice area".  Haven't we 
gotten beyond the mentality of "let's destroy everything beautiful and we'll call it progress"?  Wind 
power could be used in a ecologically sensitive way if it were done on a small, local scale.  But not 
these mega farms.
 
I went camping in Acadia Park last summer and I cannot imagine its serenity or beauty so 
despoiled.  I know that if the turbines were build I would never want to go back.  There are other 
ways to get power.  I have heard that there are energy breakthroughs on the horizon which will 
make this destruction entirely superfluous.  At least hold off on this project until other options can 
be fully explored.
 
Yours Truly,
 
Mary Cupp
Falmouth, Maine
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From: Bob Brooks
To: Murphy, Donald; 
Subject: Re: DP 4886
Date: Saturday, May 07, 2011 10:11:47 AM


Dear Mr. Murphy, 
 
I am writing to express my OPPOSITION to DP 4886. What we need is, at 
the very least, a moratorium on any more wind projects that are 
destroying our view sheds and wildlife in our mountains. As a former 
advocate of wind power because I felt "that we needed to do something 
( I discovered that the "something" they were supposed to do was 
completely bogus)," after much personal research on the matter I have 
become an ardent opponent of the destruction of our environment for 
something that we do not need, that does not work as advertised  and 
increasingly amongst the citizenry of Maine, do not want. In my opinion, 
IF&W's recent opposition to the Highland Mt project should be enough to 
give pause to any further development because many similar issues 
prevail in all of our mountains areas ( for example the destruction of birds 
in mountain flyways, bats  and countless numbers of carbon sequestering 
trees, despite what the developers have led us to believe). Letting the 
developers do the environmental impact statements that have been 
accepted as "truth" is like letting, to use an old cliche, the fox tell us that 
raiding the hen house is good for the chickens and the farmer and that 
there will be no impact in the long run. Thank you.
 
Sincerely
 
Bob Brooks
18 Howard Road
Montville  04941
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From: mickeycr@aol.com
To: Murphy, Donald; 
Subject: protect the scenic beauty of Maine
Date: Monday, May 09, 2011 8:00:57 PM


 
Dear Sir,
 
I am writing to express my opposition to the planned turbines in Hancock County which would be 
visible from Cadillac Mountain.  Acadia National Park is one of the treasures of the East Coast.  Its 
incredible scenic beauty was one of the reasons I returned to my home state after attending school 
out of state.  Just a week ago I made the drive out to the park with my family to take in the island's 
beauty in springtime.  
 
I do not believe that the benefit of the turbines outweighs their detriments to the surrounding area.  
First Wind is a business; I do not blame them for wanting to make a profit.  But government 
agencies have to do their part to judge whether these turbines are right for the state.  I am one of 
many concerned citizens who is opposed to them.  
 
Thank you for your time.
 
Tom Creeley
China, Maine  
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From: kenny@kennycole.com
To: Murphy, Donald; 
Subject: First Wind
Date: Saturday, May 07, 2011 10:14:39 AM


Mr. Murphy, 
I am newly becoming aware of what is happening in Maine with regard to wind 
energy. My feeling is that we are being taken advantage of by a huge 
corporation that has no interest in the needs or quality of life of Mainers. I want 
to state here, that I believe in wind energy as a clean, sustainable energy 
source. However, as I understand things, "First Wind" is the only entity which 
will stand to profit from the wind development which is currently being pursued 
in our state. None of this energy will go to Mainers and our power bills will not 
go down. I am unable to attend the public hearing and wanted to make my 
thoughts known to you. What is LURC's position on "First Wind's" projects? 
Sincerely, 
Kenny Cole 
207 322-5243 
41 West Main Street 
Monroe, Maine 04951 
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From: mary truman
To: Murphy, Donald; 
Subject: DP4886
Date: Monday, May 09, 2011 9:12:23 PM


Dear Mr. Murphy
 
I wish to state my STRONG opposition to DP 4886.  We have more to loose than 
will be gained with this project.
 
Sincerely,
 
Mary Truman
Lakeview Plt, Maine
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From: Merrylyn Sawyer
To: Murphy, Donald; 
Subject: DP4886
Date: Saturday, May 07, 2011 11:05:27 AM


Hello Donald,  
 
As a life long Mainer, I oppose DP4886, the application from First Wind to 
build in Hancock County.  How much more of Maine does LURC want to 
ruin?  No, no, no.   We cannot erect wind turbines in the unorganized 
territories of Hancock County.  Leave these places wild.  
 
It MIGHT be one thing if the power generated would help reduce the cost 
of power in Maine, but we all know this power will go into the grid and 
head to Massachusetts and New York and elsewhere.   
 
And the most dastardly thing about wind turbines is that in ten years they 
will be outdated and we'll be using tidal turbines and other more 
environmentally friendly sources of power.  No, no, no to DP 4886.   
 
I grew up in the mountains and lakes of western Maine in an organized 
town:  Waterford.  I have lived in many parts of this dear state of Maine, 
and I have hiked and paddled in many places in just about every county of 
our state.  I do not want the views that I and thousands of other Mainers 
and tourists enjoy to be ruined by the behemoths of wind generation. I 
don't want the roads constructed in and around precious ponds and over 
the sides of mountains where erosion and drainage will alter all the micro -
environments of the land that will be traversed and ruined.  
 
Why are we considering all this destruction of our precious environment 
that will be ruined by a big out of state company?  Why?  First Wind is 
making money hand over fist, while ruining the habitat of many rare and 
endangered species in Maine.  Why?????? 
 
I say 'NO' , vehemently, to DP4886.  Keep the huge conglomerate 
companies out of Maine, don't let them ruin our state and then run, and 
don't let them buy their way into our precious resources.   
 
When I drive around Schoodic or hike one of the many hills and mountains 
in Hancock County, I want to see ocean, mountain tops, fir trees, Rosa 
rugosa, warblers, and all the things I enjoy in the Maine woods.  That 
does not include the largest wind turbines in Maine. No, no, no.   
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Please, consider the future of Maine.  Do you have children? Do you want 
them to have to deal with removing these monstrosities in ten or fifteen 
years when they are outdated? Where is all the junk going to go?  I dont' 
even want to think about the now, the destruction and all.  I can't think 
about it. IF these towers are erected, they will be blemishes on a 
landscape that has no right to be destroyed.  Who gives us the right to 
decide to place several story high towers in the midst of the natural 
beauty of Hancock County?  And furthermore, IF these are erected, who 
then takes care of them when they are outdated and obsolete?  It is too 
late then. The roads have been made, the species have redistributed or 
died out, the ponds have been ruined, the swimming pool sized concrete 
foundations will sit there.  In two hundred years people will see these 
huge masses of concrete and wonder who could have been stupid enough 
to put them in the middle of nowhere.   
 
I hope you see what folly this would be.  
 
Thank you.  
 
Merrylyn Sawyer 
Wayne, Maine 
A native Mainer  








From: Kathleen Donohoe
To: Murphy, Donald; 
Subject: Re: Site Tour of TWP 16
Date: Tuesday, May 10, 2011 4:31:34 PM


Of course.  I know what the protocol is- I just want to see specifics as I 
have an idea of where all of the turbines will be but have figured it all out 
on my own and I don't know if I am completely accurate.  Thank you for 
your response. 
 
Kate 
 
On Tue, May 10, 2011 at 3:54 PM, Murphy, Donald <Donald.
Murphy@maine.gov> wrote: 


Kathleen;


 


In case you haven’t seen the Site Visit Itinerary I have attached it. Yes the 
Commission will access the project area via Sugar Hill and your residence is going to 
be noted to them. They are also going to the Neck Hill outlook. There is no plan for 
them to get out at your house but I will surely be made note of your location for them. 
I can’t say the Presiding officer will do more than pull over. The site walk is a time the 
Commissioners see different features and there is no discussions of topics that can 
occur. The public can follow along and listen to what’s said at there stops to point 
features out. As you know the public hearing is next week on Monday and Tuesday 
evenings in Ellsworth at the Ramada for comments to the record. Postings have also 
been updated on the LURC website for the application. 


 


Don Murphy


LURC Project Planner


 


Donald E. Murphy, Project Planner 


Land Use Regulation Commission
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Maine Department of Conservation


18 Elkins Lane / Harlow Building, 4th floor


Augusta, ME 04333-0022


 


Phone 287-2619 / Fax 287-7439 


Email: donald.murphy@maine.gov  


Website: www.maine.gov/doc/lurc


 


From: Kathleen Donohoe [mailto:kerduka@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, May 09, 2011 9:43 PM 
To: Murphy, Donald 
Subject: Site Tour of TWP 16


 


Hello, Donald.  I wonder if it is still possible to be included in 
the site tour coming up on the 16th.  Thanks. 
Kate 
 
 
Kathleen A.E. Donohoe 
Dark Horse Farm 
963 Sugar Hill Rd. 
Eastbrook, ME 
04634 
 
(207)460.1151
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--  
Kathleen A.E. Donohoe 
Dark Horse Farm 
963 Sugar Hill Rd. 
Eastbrook, ME 
04634 
 
(207)460.1151 
 








From: Rosalie Tyler Paul
To: Murphy, Donald; 
Subject: DP 4886
Date: Saturday, May 07, 2011 11:34:47 AM


Dear Mr. Murphy - I believe that  First Wind's application into LURC 
(DP 4886) is the first step in shattering the 
scenic beauty and serenity of Acadia National Park and the  
surrounding area. They are proposing 19 turbines at 476 feet with  
flashing lights! 
For every need there is an appropriate scale. Industrial wind is not  
appropriate for Maine or for anyplace looking for sustainable  
environmental as well as economic interests. 
What we look for is alternative energy developed on the local level  
with the energy produced staying local. 
This will be better for both economy and environment. 
Please let's think LOCAL and appropriate scale. 
Thank you, Rosalie Paul, Georgetown, Maine 
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From: Peter Carter
To: Murphy, Donald; 
Subject: Oppose DP4886
Date: Sunday, May 08, 2011 7:11:56 AM


Stop Dp 4886 
Ludicrous to destroy our beauty for inefficient energy.. Wind efficient off shore 
where energy production more constant.. 
On land inconsistent and noisy destroying wild life habitats and now our 
parks??? Think before you jump please!!! 
PKC 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Wells Robert Staley-Mays
To: Murphy, Donald; Jacqui Deveneau; Lynne Williams; 


Jonathan Carter; 
Date: Sunday, May 08, 2011 4:35:37 PM


Dear Mr. Murphy,
 
I oppose DP 4886 because I have personally experienced the devastation 
of mountaintop removal for purposes of strip mining in my native Ohio, 
Kentucky and West Virginia.  I oppose the First Wind Corporation's 
projected industrial wind farm in the Highland Mountains of Maine and in 
Acadia National Forest because nothing justifies the environmental 
destruction caused by mountaintop removal, not even our pressing energy 
needs.  Please oppose DP 4886 so that the people of Maine do not have to 
pay the horrible price already paid by the people of Appalachia.
 
Yours truly,
 
Wells R. Staley-Mays
Program and Community Organizer
Peace Action Maine
c/o Meg Perry Center
644 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04102
207-409-0778
guide.freedomtrail1850@yahoo.com
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From: Karen Gleeson
To: Murphy, Donald; 
Subject: Opposition to LURC re: DP 4886
Date: Sunday, May 08, 2011 6:39:35 PM


Dear Mr. Murphy: 
 
This is to oppose First Wind's application into LURC (DP 4886) which will shatter 
the scenic beauty and serenity of Acadia National Park and surrounding areas, 
with a project that would have 19 turbines at 476 feet.  I know, from other wind 
turbine projects that have been placed nearby my own home that it would also 
have an impact on the quiet and peace, as wind turbines, though relatively 
quiet, are often sources of serious sound pollution when placed on our granite 
cliffs. 
 
I am in favor of alternative energy projects, but they must be placed sensitively.  
Our Maine mountains are being threatened with rapid proliferation of industrial 
wind facilities. Here in Downeast Maine, we already have 169 turbines, either 
operating, being installed, permitted or under consideration by LURC. And all of 
these facilities are owned by the sameout-of-state corporation, First Wind. 
 
I believe that it is past time that LURC begins to look at cumulative impact. 
 
This latest project is a terrible place for a wind farm, as it consists of 19 turbines, 
each of them 473 feet tall. These would be the tallest turbines yet in Maine! 
Additionally,, they will have flashing lights, which will be seen for miles. These 
huge turbines will be visible from Donnell Pond and Schoodic and Black 
Mountains, part of a state preserve meant to provide rest and respite for our 
citizens. They will also be visible from Tunc Mountain, a popular hiking 
destination, as well as from Mollasses and Spectacle Ponds, popular paddling 
waterbodies, as well as being high quality ponds, according to state listings. The 
turbines and cut-and-fill roads will also be visible from Cadillac Mountain and 
from the high points of the Schoodic unit of Acadia. They will be visible from the 
Schoodic Scenic Byway and from the Blackwoods Byway, both scenic highways. 
In addition, as our bird expert has confirmed, this is a location that includes 
habitat for bald eagles and peregrine falcons, as well as a prime area for 
layovers by migratory birds. 
 
First Wind must go back to the "drawing board" and find another site and 
another wind generating system that is not so insensitive and impactful. 
 
Thank you for your attention to this situation. 
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Karen Gleeson 
88 Hart Road 
Northport, ME 04849-3419 
207-338-0350 
cell 207-322-4154 
 
 
 
 
 








From: Paul Sheridan
To: Murphy, Donald; 
Subject: Opposition to LURC re: DP 4886
Date: Sunday, May 08, 2011 8:48:02 PM


Mr. Murphy: 
 
This is to oppose First Wind's application into LURC (DP 4886) which will shatter 
the scenic beauty and serenity of Acadia National Park and surrounding areas, 
with a project that would have 19 turbines at 476 feet.  I know, from other wind 
turbine projects that have been placed nearby my own home that it would also 
have an impact on the quiet and peace, as wind turbines, though relatively 
quiet, are often sources of serious sound pollution when placed on our granite 
cliffs. 
 
I am in favor of alternative energy projects, but they must be placed sensitively.  
Our Maine mountains are being threatened with rapid proliferation of industrial 
wind facilities. Here in Downeast Maine, we already have 169 turbines, either 
operating, being installed, permitted or under consideration by LURC. And all of 
these facilities are owned by the sameout-of-state corporation, First Wind. 
 
I believe that it is past time that LURC begins to look at cumulative impact. 
 
This latest project is a terrible place for a wind farm, as it consists of 19 turbines, 
each of them 473 feet tall. These would be the tallest turbines yet in Maine! 
Additionally,, they will have flashing lights, which will be seen for miles. These 
huge turbines will be visible from Donnell Pond and Schoodic and Black 
Mountains, part of a state preserve meant to provide rest and respite for our 
citizens. They will also be visible from Tunc Mountain, a popular hiking 
destination, as well as from Mollasses and Spectacle Ponds, popular paddling 
waterbodies, as well as being high quality ponds, according to state listings. The 
turbines and cut-and-fill roads will also be visible from Cadillac Mountain and 
from the high points of the Schoodic unit of Acadia. They will be visible from the 
Schoodic Scenic Byway and from the Blackwoods Byway, both scenic highways. 
In addition, as our bird expert has confirmed, this is a location that includes 
habitat for bald eagles and peregrine falcons, as well as a prime area for 
layovers by migratory birds. 
 
First Wind must go back to the "drawing board" and find another site and 
another wind generating system that is not so insensitive and impactful. 
 
Thank you for your attention to this situation. 
 
--------------------------------- 
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Paul Sheridan 
88 Hart Rd. 
Northport, ME   04849-3419 
207-338-0350  home + fax 
207-322-3961  cell 
************************ 
Join the campaign to save democracy from the Supreme Court: http://
MoveToAmend.org 
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From: Nancy-Linn Nellis
To: Murphy, Donald; 
Subject: Industrial Wind at Acadia National Park
Date: Saturday, May 07, 2011 3:57:42 PM


While I am not  against  wind power - I truly believe it has limited places 
where it should be installed. 
 
I am totally apposed to DP 4886 and the First Wind application. 
 
We must preserve the true reasons why people come to Maine and then want to 
stay.   Besmirching the scenic beauty from Acadia National Park  that NEVER, 
NEVER should we allow any firm, person, organization etc. to accomplish. 
 
Please do NOT approve DP4886 
 
Nancy-Linn Nellis 
41 Church Street 
Stockton Springs, Me. 04981 
 
207-567-3528 
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From: scorpminx
To: Murphy, Donald; 
Subject: WIND tURBINES IN DOWNEAST MAINE
Date: Sunday, May 08, 2011 1:34:37 AM


 
 
HELLO, 
I AM WRITING TO EXPRESS MY CONCERN THAT LURC HAS ONCE AGAIN BEEN 
"BOUGHT" BY 
FIRST WIND, CO. 
TO EVEN CONSIDER DEFACING THE BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAINTOPS OF DOWN 
EAST, MAINE AND 
ESPECIALLY THE MOST UNSPOILED AND SCENIC PLACES, WHICH HARBOR 
SAFE HATCHING AND 
MIGRATION TO THE MANY EAGLES, OSPREYS CANADIAN GEESE AND OTHER 
MIGRATORY BIRDS, 
IS NOTHING SHORT OF RAPE. AND DESECRATION!  WHAT IS THE MATTER 
WITH THOSE OF YOU 
WHO APPROVE OF THIS INSANITY?  YOU ARE SELLING OUT THE LAST, GREAT 
WOODLANDS 
EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI.  YOU WILL BE KILLING A VERY RARE SPECIES OF 
BIRD, THE 
EAGLE, INCLUDING THE GOLDEN EAGLE. 
 
THESE ARE HUGE  MONSTOCITIES, FILLED WITH PETROLEUM, MAKING 
CONTINUAL SUB-SONIC 
SOUND. 200+ FOOT BLADES KILL BIRDS WHICH LIVE ALONG, FISH AND 
MIGRATE THROUGH 
THE OCEAN THESE TURBINES WILL BE ERECTED NEAR.  MOUNTAINTOPS, 
RIDGES, SCENIC 
VISTAS OBLITERATED WITH DYNAMITE.  THE SCENIC VIEWS PEOPLE TRAVEL 
WORLDWIDE TO 
VISIT AND MANY CHOOSE TO BUILD RETIREMENT HOMES NEAR, WILL BE 
OBSTRUCTED!  
BRIGHT RED BLINKING LIGHTS WILL COVER THE SKYLINE LIKE AN AIRPORT 
IN A MAJOR 
CITY!! 
 
PLEASE, STOP THIS CRAZINESS BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE AND WE LOSE THE 
LAST VESTIGE 
OF A BEAUTIFUL, SCENIC, NATURAL HABITAT OF MAINE NATIVES AND THE 
ANIMALS WE 
SHARE THIS PRECIOUS AREA WITH. 
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ELAINE GOODWIN 
EDDINGTON, MAINE 








From: Marilyn Voorhies
To: Murphy, Donald; 
Subject: No wind turbines anywhere in Acadia Nationak Park!
Date: Saturday, May 07, 2011 12:15:04 PM


Dear Mr. Murphy,
 
We are aghast that our Maine mountains are being threatened with rapid 
proliferation of industrial wind facilities. Here in Downeast Maine, we have 
169 turbines, either operating, being installed, permitted or under 
consideration by LURC. And all of these facilities are owned by the same 
out-of-state corporation, First Wind. 
 
It's high time for LURC to began to look at cumulative impact, and that 
will be a 
key issue that will be raised at the upcoming hearings on the proposed 
project at 
Bull Hill in Twp. 16, an unincorporated area of Hancock County. This is a 
terrible place for a wind farm consisting of 19 turbines, each of them 473 
feet 
tall. These would be the tallest turbines yet in Maine!  
 
These behemoths will be visible from Donnell Pond and Schoodic and Black 
Mountains, part of a state preserve. They will also be visible from Tunc 
Mountain, a popular hiking destination, as well as from Molasses and 
Spectacle 
Ponds, popular paddling water bodies, as well as being high quality ponds 
according to state listings. The turbines, together with cut-and-fill roads, 
will also be 
visible from Cadillac Mountain and from the high points of the Schoodic 
unit of 
Acadia. They will be visible from the Schoodic Scenic Byway and from the 
Blackwoods Byway, both scenic highways. In addition, as our bird expert 
has 
confirmed, this is a location that includes habitat for bald eagles and 
peregrine falcons, as well as a prime area for layovers by migratory birds. 
It is most definitely NOT an area for wind turbines!
 
We implore you to join us NOT to let this destruction happen. 
 
We live on Mt. Desert Island near one of Acadia's entrances, and we 
regularly 
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hike, boat, cross-country ski, snow shoe and bird watch in the park, one of 
our
favorite places on the planet!  No one must be allowed to do anything that
sacrifices any part of Downeast Maine for the financial windfall of First 
Wind. 
Just as an aside:  none of this energy will go to Mainers, and our power 
bills 
will not go down. We need to begin to take stands on this to help save our 
beautiful, unparalleled region.  Thus, we are counting you to help in this 
critically
important endeavor!  Please don't let us down! 
Sincerely,
 
Bill & Marilyn Voorhies
38 Clark Point Rd.
West Tremont, ME 04612 





